
 

 

  

Battery Pallet Ltd has developed a brand-

new innovative energy storage solution 

based on the tried and tested 80-Year-old 

pallet format used by the entire shipping 

and storage industry. 

 

Using a standard global, sizes, and, 

weights, ensures worldwide compatibility 

with transportation networks. 

 

Using a standard easily moved universally 

known size, opens many possibilities, of 

multiple markets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information Technology Solutions 

Confidentiality, Proprietary Information, and prospectus. BP152021-GB2108183.1 

• This presentation contains Finantial information that are difficult to predict and subject to constant change. 

• Presentation contains proprietary and confidential information of Battery Pallet Ltd and should be considered 
“Confidential Information. Presentation is made solely for informational purposes, and no representation or warranty, 
express or implied, is made by Battery Pallet Ltd or any of its representatives as to the information contained in these 
materials or disclosed during any related.  

• Presentation contains forward-looking statements and information based on management’s current expectations as 
of the date of this presentation. All statements other than statements of historical fact contained in this presentation, 
including statements regarding Battery Pallet Ltd.’s future operating results, financial position, business strategy, 
addressable market, anticipated benefits of its technologies, projected factory economics, pro forma information, and 
plans and objectives for future operations and products are forward-looking statements.  

• Battery Pallet Ltd may not actually achieve the plans, intentions, or expectations disclosed in these statements, and 
you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.  Actual results may differ materially from 
those contemplated in these statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties, including risks and uncertainties 
related to the company’s ability to execute on its business strategy, attract and retain customers, ramp commercial 
production, develop new products, enhance existing products, compete effectively, and manage growth and costs. 

• Battery Pallet Ltd is under no obligation, and expressly disclaims any duty, to update any statement made in this 
presentation, if because of new information, new developments or otherwise, except to the extent that disclosure 
may be required by law. Battery Pallet Ltd has not independently verified, statistical, industry data generated by 
independent parties, contained in this presentation, and accordingly cannot guarantee accuracy or completeness.  

 

 

DE S IGN 

New form factor energy generator, in 

an old format, aimed at disrupting 

current energy storage solutions. 

I N V E S T M E N T  OP P O R T U N IT Y  

A unique investment opportunity for a 

compelling once in a lifetime product 

that has multiple uses, as the Swiss 

army knife of batteries. 

CHANGE  

Once in a lifetime energy shift, that 

means batteries are the new oil. 

Battery Pallet is the storage solution, 

that creates a mass market 

transformation, on a global scale. 

 

DEVELOPMENT COSTS  P1  

12 Injection mold tools $187,000 

CAD, Bat Pack design, BMS $25,000 

Electronics, Software & App $22,000 

Metal fasteners tools $13,000 

DEVELOPMENT COSTS P2  

3 Prototypes $60K Total $180,000 

Shipping 3 pallets $149 ($447) 

DEVELOPMENT COSTS P 3  

10 Samples 3 types, Est $ 1,662,125 

Plastic battery case tool $17,000 

New battery development $210,000 

Website £1,000 (India) 

OTHER DEVELOPMENT  

Plastic development $ 

Inverter $ 

Cable housings $ 

Transformer $ 

TOTAL $2,313,572  

Battery Pallet Prospectus 

Battery Pallet 

Legend Front to back Orange 12.5 Kw Green 25Kw Blue 100Kw 

12100Kw 



 

 

 

 

  

An 80-Year-old standard becomes a new 

energy standard. Designed to be shipped, 

using the worlds freight system. 

 

No oversize pallet charges, no specialised 

lifting gear required. Battery Pallet can be 

moved, with just a hand pallet truck. 

 

Our standardised sizes, and weight, 

ensures compatibility with all shipping and 

storage companies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information Technology Solutions 

The list and possibilities for Battery Pallet as an energy storage medium is probably endless. 

Battery Pallet is a new class of energy storage, that includes a range of PHEV batteries for EV Cars and trucks. Battery 
Pallet is suitable for mini and mid-scale energy storage BESS projects. Using our new pallet inverter class. New Battery 
Pallet transformer class. New UPS portable data storage Battery Pallets. BESS and ESS modular expandable Battery 
Pallets are an expandable, easily transported at low-cost batter storage format. 

Battery Pallet will revolutionise how energy, and battery products are shipped, stored, using a tried, tested, systems, and 
delivered in a weight, length, width, and height format that’s been around for over 80 Years. Compact robust, multifunctional 
modular battery pallet is designed to move an energy storage system within, ISO, EU, and BSI standards. Our large capacity 
battery, inverter, transformer, can be handled via a forklift truck or hand pallet truck, without being taken off the pallet bed, 
as the pallet base is part of the Battery Pallet design. 

Battery Pallet, the world’s first truly easily transportable modular energy storage medium. No need for cranes, winches, or 

an oversize pallet to ship, and install at great expense. Battery Pallets can always be moved even with a hand pallet truck. 

Install in EV trucks, to transform an ICE truck into a PHEV hybrid electric truck, where ICE engines will remain in place. It 

can be used in new build EVs designed to install Battery Pallet as a swap battery. PHEV swap out truck market could be 

worth over $160 Billion. PHEV car could be worth $280 Billion. Battery Pallet is the simplest solution for swap out 

platforms. 

Battery Pallet can be used in community energy projects, and is expandable enough to be used on small, to medium size 

ESS, BESS projects, when smaller footprints are required, and costs are an issue.  

Battery Pallet can be used to start up shops and warehouses when only short term lets are required over the holiday 

season or when businesses are just starting up and can’t afford the electrical connection fees plus standing charges. This 

will be part of our Battery Pallet rental scheme, were we hope to offer for example.125Kw door friendly Battery Pallets on 

rental, for £0.08 per Kw including delivery from our offsite charging stations using our EV Tailgate trucks with hand pallet.  

Battery Pallet can be dropped into disaster areas using standard or military pallet configurations. It’s the perfect solution 

for compact easily transportable data storage UPS backup. Battery Pallet is a transportable friendly power source that take 

less than 30 mins to install.  

IP66/68 means Battery Pallet has any weather scenarios covered plus. E.M.P protection on some designs, giving you an 

added protective blanket, with sensetive information. Battery Pallets modular design means it’s easy to swap out batteries 

and add new innovative technology, inputs and outputs and increase decrease capacity with its modular stackable design.   

Battery Pallet can be used for virus sanitisation when power is not available using our antivirus UV module. 

Battery Pallet can be installed with MIL SPEC approved batteries, to use when stealth is required. Easily loaded on to 

planes helicopters and trucks, fully deployable in any theatre of war, were power charging, stealth, plus a robust 

recoverability and reuse is required by military services.  

With shipping costs, you always know the price of a Battery Pallet, as it’s the cost of a Pallet. 

Please note the list of current Battery Pallet configurations is non exhaustive and will be added too as required.  

 

 

B A TTE RY  PA LLE T  

A new type of energy storage in a 

very old form factor. 

E NDLE S S  P OSS IB IL IT IE S  

Use everywhere, go anywhere. Great 

for isolated sites, PHEV trucks, 

PHEV cars, Micro BESS, UPS Data 

backup, Micro Grids, Military, disaster 

zones, outdoor events., startup 

businesses.  Off grid communities. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Size in cm 100L x 120W x 110H 

Size in Inches 47L x 39W x 43H 

Weight 750Kg to 1,200kg  

Storage plus data backup 250Kw 

IP66 to IP68 

WIFI, Bluetooth and GPS 

Fast Swap Interface 

Quick change modules 

Passive and active cooling 

Stackable and expandable 

EV charger module 

Power socket module plus USB  

UPS data storage module 

Anti-theft with tracker 

MODELS  

J type 100kw multi connector 

J type Max 125Kw battery only 

E type 200Kw multi connector 

E type max 250Kw battery only 

I Type 25Kw battery plus inverter.  

U Type 50Kw UPS data storage 

V type 50Kw Anti-Virus trap & Kill. 

S Micro 12.5Kw PHEV ESS Hybrid 

S Micro 25Kw PHEV ESS Hybrid 

S Max 50Kw PHEV ESS Hybrid 

M Type 80/160Kw Military battery 

H Type Green Hydrogen battery 

 

Battery Pallet Specifications 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

Target investment 20% company value £3,500,000 

Number of newly issued shares available on the offer 100,000 

Share price £35.00 Minimum shares 10 

Share type Company Shares 

Administration costs of the offer per application £49 

Initial offering closing date 12th October 2021 

Pre-money valuation N/A Startup company 

Post-money valuation £17,500,000 

Compact robust multifunctional modular battery pallet, designed to move 

an energy within, ISO, EU, and BSI standards. Mid-sized capacity 

battery, inverter, transformer, that can handle via a forklift truck or hand 

pallet truck, without being taken off the pallet bed as pallet base is 

included in the design. 

 Initial target price, $187 per Kw battery. $233 per Kw unit. down to $130 

per Kw battery, $176 per KW unit within 2 Years. 

Battery Pallet, the world’s first truly easily transportable modular energy 

storage medium. No need for cranes, winches, or an oversize pallet to 

ship and install at great expense. Battery Pallet can always be moved 

even with a hand pallet truck. 

Install in EV trucks, to transform an ICE truck into a PHEV hybrid electric 

truck where the ICE engine will remain in place. It can be used in new 

build EVs designed to install Battery Pallet as a swap battery. 

Battery Pallet can be used in community energy projects, and is 

expandable enough to be used on small, to medium size ESS, BESS 

projects, when smaller footprints are required, and costs are an issue.  

 

Estimated funding Schedule  

* Designed and patented in May 2021 as a solution to customers not all requiring a 1mw shipping container or a filing cabinet doubling as a battery housing. 

 

 

Funding target P1 $249,000 

Funding target P2 $180,447 

Funding target P3 $1,890,125 

Funding Total  $2,319,572 

. If you would like further information, business plan, and funding opportunity.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us at.  

info@batterypallet.com 

The above funding for $3.5m for. Phase 1 to 3 development, plus purchasing of tools, samples, and working capital, 

will enable Battery Pallet to be start deliveries by 3rd quarter 2022. sales@palletbattery.com 

 

 

mailto:%20info@batterypallet.com
mailto:%20info@batterypallet.com
mailto:sales@palletbattery.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tick the box to how you would like to be get involved with Battery Pallet. 

Manufacturers Interested in investing, JV, or being a Battery Pallet manufacturing partner. 

Software house, for innovative uses of Battery Pallet 

Investors Enquire about details of our investment package for patent pending Battery Pallets.  

Agents Battery Pallet are looking for sales agents and distributers for 2022 launch.  

End users Truck manufacturers, fleet truck owners, PHEV installers, shipping companies, energy companies, BESS and more 

 
                                                          CONTACT BATTERY PALLET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shareholders, and partners investing in Battery Pallet. We will update 

this section as more partners are added as the project moves forward. 

Partners 

 

Company News 

15th May 2021 New projects agreed. 

17th May 2021 Design work started on Battery Pallet. 

25th May 2021 Battery Pallet LTD company formed. 

8th June2021 Patent Pending applied for 

25th June Initial investors prospectus finished, and RFP attachment completed. 

7st July2021 prospectus and RFP complete 

27th August 2022 Prospectus official launch 

 

www.palletbattery.com 

 

sales@palletbattery.com 

 

UK Development +44 7449913658 

UK Sales Office +44 7802709188 

USA Office +01 4083713737 

Hong Kong Office +852 14715761675 

file:///C:/Users/clint/Desktop/www.palletbattery.com
mailto:sales@palletbattery.com
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RFP for Battery Pallet BP152021-GB2108183.1 Patent Pending 



1  Invitation to proposal  We invite you, to help, develop a Patent Pending range of Battery Pallets destined to become the World’s standard for energy storage and shipping. 

2  Response required  Within 21 calendar days upon receiving this RFP for the first version of the proposal.  

3  Methods of response   batterypallet@gmail.com clintonyorke@hotmail.com  WeChat clintonyorke WhatsApp +44 7449 913658 

4  Information requests  info@batterypallet.com 

5  Background  See Appendix 1.  

6  Scope of the project  Development of Battery Pallet  
 
Battery Pallet is a new class of energy storage, including a new range of PHEV batteries for shipping transport and cars. Mini and mid-scale energy 
storage. New pallet inverter class.  New Battery Pallets transformer class. New UPS portable data storage Battery Pallets. BESS and ESS modular 
expandable Battery Pallets. Battery Pallets will revolutionise how energy, and battery products are shipped, stored, using a tried, tested system, and 
size that’s been around for over 80 Years. Battery Pallet has the potential to be the new oil barrel. 
 
During the 2nd design phase, we will minimise weight, maximise power, having the ability for our products to be stored, and transported everywhere. 
We are inviting several manufacturers that have the track record and experience in the development of the battery packs to offer their proposals.  

 7 Project phases  Phase 1: Provide a technical proposal using initial design information. Proposal should contain sufficient information to meet minimum proposed 
battery sizes. Final approval of the technical solution is the main prerequisite to enter Phases 1 & 2 of the main project.  
  

Phase 2: Suppliers will help advance the concept design, detail design, and prototypes manufacturing. We will design purchase tooling for injection 
moulds and metal parts, plus design work, reorder finalised parts, battery, plastic, electronics, metal parts. To take project to (SOP stage).  
  

Phase 3: Build sample and evaluate stage. 

 

8  Roles &  
Responsibilities  

  

 Phase 1: June 2021 to October 2021 

Initial development from Battery Pallet and partners. 

Phase 2: October 2021 to April 2022 

Detailed technical documents. 3D Cad for the development stage, including the listed-below items but not limited to:   

Concept design implementation. Open to suggestions. 

BMS and battery interpolation.  

System design specification (SDS)  

BOM, plastic, metal parts, injection mould tools, electronics, and software.  

Specify standards and final design validation plan (DVP)  

Deliver all required detail design documents.  

Deliver all performance and safety nominated acceptance criteria at DVPR as well as related reports.  

Deliver the documents related to installation, operation and troubleshooting instructions.  

Delivery of configuration, setup state and diagnostic software of the battery management system (BMS)  

Project management activity according to the scope of deliverables [Weekly Reporting] 

 

Phase 3:  Sample Phase May 2022.to July 2022 
Produce technical supports and guidelines for the Battery Pallets and other products, Inverters, and transformers etc.   

Maintenance Services/repair manuals and providing minor parts for repairing issues.  

Produce battery pack, tooling for plastic and metal parts and manufacture samples. 
Manufacture 3 samples of Battery Pack. 

9 
 

Production Forecast 
 

Year  2021/22 2022  3  4  5  6  

Production 33 2,200  4,400 97,000 
 

180,000 240,000 

 

Note 
 
Production schedule (Draft) 

 

  

10  Product Requirements  
 
Contract partners must approve all parts during the development of plastic, metal parts, electronics, software, transformers, inverters, battery 
pack BMS and thermal management systems we are open to ideas. Please note this project is weight critical.  (TMS), High Voltage 
Interlock Loop (HVIL), Mechanical Service Disconnect (MSD), Insulation Monitoring device, HV components (contactors, fuses, sensors). 
Metal parts must be copper or 304 stainless steel or Aluminium. Plastic parts are required to be UV cured, colour matched RAL no to be 
decided on all plastic parts. Heat conductive plastic is an essential part of this project for the Battery Pallet and battery case.  Lexan 943a 
UL94 V0 or equivalent thermal conductive version is required along with requirement to be recycled to ABS. Product must be recyclable 
and environmentally friendly. Minimum 5 Year warranty at 100% capacity. 20 Years life at no less than 80% capacity. 
 
Total Width 1,000 × length 1,200 x Height 1,100. 2 stacked on top of each other must be no more than 2,233 including feet. Therefore, leg 
area must be no higher 140. Critical usable internal Battery Pallet volume Width 960 × length 1,160 x Height 960 + Weight 750kg. 
Battery modules, BMS and inverter inside must be easy to take out and replace using the modular system. All units must have slaved ability 
to increase capacity including battery only version. Container must have charge point plus charging cable using standard fast charge EV 
connectors. All batterys will have robust battery indicators showing capacity and charge status. For EV car boot version, the size is up for 
discussion but will use the same system. All systems must have certification for home use. Home version must have module for power 
connections to solar. and power outs to commercial USB. and plug sockets. EMP proof. and intrinsically safe. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capable. 
Product must meet UL, TUV, CE, BSI, and other worldwide certification. Batteries to be recycled for fixed BESS at end of life. 
 
 

Note 
 
Product Specifications will be 
finalised during development. 
Development partners will be 
responsible for hitting targets and 
using materials that mitigate 
environmental issues. All parts 
fust be certified. No parts or 
systems may be used without 
authority from Battery Pallet. 
 

 

11 Assumptions and requirements 

 

Battery general concept and performance targets are assumed to be as per Appendix 6 of RFP. Any required modifications must be requested 
with detailed technical reasons for approval through. change management formalities (ECR). All parts, systems, design activities within the 
scope of delivery should fulfil all current test certification that will be clarified. Battery Pallet will arrange to visit the project partners premises 
during design, prototyping and production. At this current state this may be difficult to achieve because of current virus restraints on travel. 
Design partners can use off the-shelf parts to minimise project investments. Changes must be approved by Battery Pallet. Partners shall 
organise with Battery Pallet training on service, parts, concept, and product technology on site or at partners facilities. Project management 
activities will be executed, controlled according to APQP and PMBOK processes. Initially estimated production volume, as per samples table 
in section 12. 

Note 
 
new design, and new battery 
form factor. 

mailto:batterypallet@gmail.com
mailto:clintonyorke@hotmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

12  Proposal  Technical proposal  
Statement of confidentiality and security.  

Overview of your company's quality and project management systems.  

List of assumptions used in your proposal.  

Your requirements for the start-up of the contract (technical & commercial).  

Details of the battery pack solution and what you can offer Battery Pallet.   

Final specifications of Battery Pallet (including battery cells, modules, pack, plastic, metal parts, BMS, internal thermal management, and sensors.   
 

Financial proposal 
 

Samples Quantity  Unit Price? 

A-sample  3  

B-sample  30  

C-Mass production 100  

D-Mass production 2000  

 

Development cost 
 

Category  Cost ? 

Engineering   

Test   

Tooling   

 

Advice payment terms 

Please supply schedule proposal.  
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Appendix 1:  
 
Background  

Battery Pallet, overview, and examples of why this form factor is important. 

 
A compact, robust, multifunctional, modular battery pallet, designed to move an energy storage system within, ISO, EU, and BSI standards. 
 
Battery Pallet is a large capacity battery, inverter, transformer, that can handle via a forklift truck or hand pallet truck, without being taken off the pallet 
bed as the pallet base is included in the fixed design, to remove the requirement for a separate pallet. All sizes adhere to respected government weights 
and dimensions. 
 
Battery Pallet is a unique product, for storing, and moving energy, using the Worlds pallet shipping infrastructure standard, to optimise price and delivery. 
Battery Pallet the world’s first truly easily transportable modular energy storage medium. No need for cranes, or winches or an oversize pallet to ship and 
install at great expense. Battery Pallet can always be moved even with a hand pallet truck. 
 
Battery Pallets can be installed in EV trucks, used to transform an ICE truck into a PHEV hybrid electric truck where the ICE engine will remain in place. 
It can be used in new build EVs designed to install Battery Pallet as a swap battery. 
 
Battery Pallet can be used in community energy projects, and is expandable enough to be used on small, to medium size ESS, BESS projects, when 
smaller footprints are required, and costs are an issue.  
 
Battery Pallet can be dropped into disaster areas using standard or military pallet configurations.  
 
Battery Pallet is a perfect solution for compact easily transportable data storage UPS backup. 
 
Battery Pallet is a transportable friendly power source that take less than 30 mins to install.  
 
IP66/68 means Battery Pallet has any weather scenarios covered. 
 
EMP protection on some designs. For that added protective blanket over sensetive information. 
 
Battery Pallet modular design means it’s easy to swap out batteries and add new innovative technology, inputs and outputs and increase decrease 
capacity due to its modular stackable design.  The list and possibilities for Battery Pallet as an energy storage medium is endless. 
 
Please note the list of current configurations is non exhaustive and will be added too as required.  

 
An example of what a small Battery Pallet can do EG: 20Kw car battery for Ice car conversion to EV. 
 
Most people seldom drive more than 10 miles in a single journey. In the UK it is estimated that 20+ % of journeys are 1 to 2 miles. 60% of car journeys 
are under 5 miles. 
  
These questions the rationale of car companies pushing for 50kw + batteries? 
 
By modifying the current 1.4 billion ICE cars on the road and putting a 20kw upgradable, exchangeable, fast charging Micro Battery Pallet solution in the 
boot of the vehicle with a modification on each car to turn it in to a hybrid, has the potential to reduce 90% of all car emissions. 
  
A 20kw battery is more than enough for most people. Average in the UK is 20 miles a day. A 20kw battery will give most cars a 45 to 60 Miles range and 
is probably enough, for 90% of the population. With a 20kw battery powering your car, that if you happen to run out of power you can use ICE engine to 
still get from A to B without worrying would change people’s perceptions of EVs.  
 
If governments slowly increased the cost of fossil fuels. this would ensure people chose the most cost-effective way. of running their car. 
Which is renewable electric.  Of course, some people will argue, what about the other 10% of trips, that are more than 20 miles a day. In our opinion, 
those people should be the ones buying large battery capacity EVS. 
  
For example. If for the next 10 years we can address the 90% short trippers by offering £2,500 to change over to hybrid drives, which the UK government 
is currently offering to new EV buyers over £35,000. This perfect analogy would be the equivalent of Willy Wonka giving out free everlasting gobstoppers, 
to most car drivers! 
 

The logistics of replacing all EVS with 50Kw batteries 
  
There are 1.4 billion ICE cars on the road.  If each car had a 50kw battery with the cost of $100 a Kw that’s worth $700 billion. To change over to a 
battery powered version that’s 70,000gw of batteries required. 7,000gw a year over 10 Years. How can we possibly manufacture that amount when now 
we only have 600gw of capacity free for every project? 
  
However, if we convert the current 1.4 billion ICE cars to hybrid cars, would require just 2,800gw, if each car had a 20kw battery. In our opinion that 
target is more achievable. At $100 a Kw that’s still worth $280 billion and would still require 280gw per annum over 10 years. This would also grow the 
electric motor business, at a much faster rate. 
 
Another example. There are 10 billion Car trips under 1 mile each year just in the USA alone. So, the question is, don’t you think we are approaching this 
from the wrong angle? We think we are! 
 

125 Kw and 250 Kw Battery Pallet for trucks 
 
Trucks are different than cars with a working life of between 15 and 20 Years requiring a lot of maintenance. Engines can't last forever, but the 
engineering that goes into manufacturing truck engines allows them to last for upwards of 1 million miles. Most trucks average 45,000 miles per year, 
compared to a car’s 7,000 miles. That’s nearly 7 times the usage of a car with double or triple fuel consumption. To put it in to perspective the 300 million 
trucks and buses on the road x 7 is the equivalent of 2.1 billion cars.  
 
Whats the main fear of most trucking companies and owner drivers switching from ICE to EV. Same as well for cars. Infrastructure, ability to charge and 
milage. If we don’t take out the original engine of trucks and cars we don’t need to worry if we run out of electric. If the battery is easily swappable and 
increased without the need to rip out the engine and just requiring a modification to the car to turn hybrid, the take up of electric battery charging would 
be faster.  
 
Battery Pallet makes EV truck use a reality. No need to dump your old engine. Hybridise and go and save 40% or even free fuel costs. 
 
A Battery Pallet is the easiest way to power transportation and can also be used for other methods of transport as well as powering outdoor events, 
disaster relief, homes that normaly run on a generator, mining projects, military, unhospitable environments with our -40-degree battery.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

Thermal: Abuse SAE J2464:2009 

Thermal: Loss of thermal /cooling SAE J2929-2013 & SAE J2464:2009 

Mechanical: Vibration SAE J2929-2013 & SAE J2464:2009 & SAE J2380-2013 

Mechanical: Shock SAE J2929-2013 & SAE J2464:2009 

Mechanical: Impact /Crash SAE J2929-2013 & SAE J2464:2009 

Mechanical: Penetration & Roll-over SAE J2464:2009 

Mechanical integrity SAE J2929-2013 & SAE J2464:2009 

Electrical: Short circuit protection ISO 12405-2 

Electrical: Overcharge ISO 12405-2 

Electrical: Forced discharge ISO 12405-2 

Electrical: Electromagnetic Susceptibility SAE J2929-2013 

Electrical: Protection against High Voltage Exposure SAE J2929-2013 

Chemical: Emission ECE R10, ECE R100 Rev 2 

Chemical: Flammability UN GTR N.20 

Environmental (Altitude, exposure to fire, humidity, simulated vehicle fire) SAE J2929-2013 & ECE R100 

Environmental: Water immersion ISO 12405-3:2014 & SAE J2929-2013 

Marking ECE R100 Rev 2 

Dimensional Specs. 
Voltage Drop 
Standby Current 
 

Q-I-PR-0133 
Q-I-PR-132 
Q-I-PR-108 

 

14. BATTERY PALLET DIMENSIONS 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

  Parameter  Unit optimised for car and energy storage 

Pack Nominal Energy  125 kWh  

 

Battery 
 
Useable energy percent of total capacity 

 

Battery Size 100Kw+ 
 
90 %  

Pack Nominal Voltage V TBA 

Pack Maximum Operating Voltage V TBA  

Pack Minimum Operating Voltage V 240 Watts 

Pack Rated Current TBA  

Peak pulse discharge power (120 s) TBA 

Peaks pulse power (10 s) TBA 

AC charging 220VAC 16/25/32A normal smart charging 

DC Charging  DC-400V(125A), 500V(100A) 

Standard Cycle Life Cycle 1500(0.5c,80% DOD 70% initial capacity) 

Battery Management System TBA  

Communication Isolated Can?  

Battery Balancing Both passive and active  

Thermal Management Thermal plastic plus liquid cooling.  

Operating and storage temperature ºC -25 to54 Option for -40 Perform in winter condition. 

Ingress protection 
Humidity 
Sunlight exposure 
Chemical damage 

Ip666 to IP68 options 
5% to 100% humidity 
1000W/m2 solar loads to be considered. 
Mitigate detrimental effects on parts. 

 

 Test Items Test Procedure / Standard  
 
Pre-conditioning cycles 

 
ISO 12405-2 

Standard cycle ISO 12405-2 

Energy & Capacity at room temperature ISO 12405-2 

Power & Internal resistance ISO 12405-2 

Energy efficiency at fast charging ISO 12405-2 

Charge retention (No-load SOC loss, SOC loss at storage) ISO 12405-2 

Cycle life ISO 12405-2 

Storage life (Calendar life) DOE-INL/EXT-15-34184 

 
Thermal 

 

Dimensions (W × L x H) mm Dimensions (W × L) in Max Weight Region most used in 

1,016 × 1,219 x 1100 40.00 × 48.00 x 43.30 1000 kg (2204 Pounds) North America 

1,000 × 1,200 x 1100 39.37 × 47.24 x 43.30 1200 kg (2645 Pounds) Europe, Asia 

1,165 × 1,165 x 1100 45.9 × 45.9 x 43.30 2000 kg (4408 Pounds) Australia 

1,067 × 1,067 x 1100 42.00 × 42.00 x 43.30 1000 kg (2204 Pounds) North America, Europe, Asia 

1,100 × 1,100 x 1100 43.30 × 43.30 x 43.30 1200 kg (2645 Pounds) Asia 

800 × 1,200 x 1100 31.50 × 47.24 x 43.30 700kg (1543 Pounds) Door pallet (Fits through door in EU) 

1,200 x 1,000 x 1100 up to (2220 cm High) 47 x 39 x 43 up to (86 inch high) 750kg (1653 Pounds) Target Battery Pallet size and weight 



15. MODELS, SPECIFICATIONS AND PLANNED DELIVERY SCHEDULE (NOTE MODEL PICTURES FOR REFERENCE ONLY) 

INITIAL UNIT COST AIM PER UNIT $243 PER KW 

2022 

3rd Quarter 

J type 100kw battery 

95Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 4 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 6 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, 

security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP67. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant. 

E type Max 125Kw battery only 

120Kw available, 3 phase, 2 USB Type C, 2 multi pin DC/AC slave sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer 

case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP67. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant. 

I type Inverter 12.5Kw Inverter battery. 

10Kw available, 3 phase, 1 USB Type C, 2 multi pin DC/AC slave sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, 

passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP67. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant. 

 

2022 

4th Quarter 

S Micro 12.5Kw PHEV ESS Hybrid 

11Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 1 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 2 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, 

security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Power Pin. Easy swap cover. Quick swap out modules. IP66. Waterproof, shock, and 

impact resistant. 

S Micro 25Kw PHEV ESS Hybrid 

22Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 2 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 2 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, 

security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Power Pin. Easy swap cover. Quick swap out modules. IP66. Waterproof, shock, and 

impact resistant. 

S Max 50Kw PHEV ESS Hybrid 

47Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 2 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 3 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, 

security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Power Pin. Easy swap cover. Quick swap out modules. IP66. Waterproof, shock, and 

impact resistant. 

V type 50Kw Anti-Virus trap & kill. 

47Kw available, Inverter, 1 USB Type C, 3 phase charger cable, 2 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV 

cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP66. Quick swap UV LED kill module. Quick swap 1-micron HEPA filter. Quick swap turbo 

fan. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant. 

D type 80kw battery 

75Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 2 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 4 multi pin DC/AC sockets, Led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, 

security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP68. Designed for disaster relief. Fully waterproof, shock 

and impact resistant. Submersible. 

D type 160kw battery 

150Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 4 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 6 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, 

security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP68. Designed for disaster relief. Fully waterproof, shock 

and impact resistant. Submersible. 

J type 200Kw multi connector 

190Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 4 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 6 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, 

security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP67. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant 

H type Hydrogen battery (4 Sizes) 

4 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 6 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured 

outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP67. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant. 



 

2023 

1STQuarter 

M Type 70Kw Military battery 

Mil Spec.65Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 8 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 6 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency 

switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP68. 4 Parachute modules. Fully waterproof, drop, 

shock and impact resistant. Submersible. 

M Type 140Kw Military battery 

Mil Spec.130Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 8 USB Type C, EV multi connection 3 phase charger cable, 6multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency 

switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP68. 4 Parachute modules. Fully waterproof, drop, 

shock and impact resistant. Submersible. 

2023 

2ND Quarter 

E type max 250Kw battery only 

240Kw available, 3 phase, 2 USB Type C, 2 multi pin DC/AC slave sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer 

case, passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP67. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant 

I Type 25Kw battery plus inverter.  

22Kw available, 3 phase, 1 USB Type C, 2 multi pin DC/AC slave sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer case, 

passive, and active cooling system. Quick swap out modules. IP67. Waterproof, shock, and impact resistant. 

2023 

3rd Quarter 

U Type 50Kw UPS data storage 

48Kw available, Inverter,3 phase, 6 USB Type C, 6 multi pin DC/AC sockets, led display, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, frequency switch, security track trace chip, V0, UV cured outer 

case, passive, and active cooling system. Xeon PC 64gb Memory, Cloud storage plus 5 Terabytes onboard storage Quick swap out modules. IP66. Waterproof, drop, shock 

and impact resistant. Backup always on due to the 50kw battery. 

 
 

Additional information required 

• Identify and quantify market share for the technology over the next 5 years 

• Identify revenue streams to finance Battery Pallet. 

• Produce financial model. 

• Describe the scalability of the technology in more depth 

• Identify where Battery Pallet can be more widely deployed. 

• Identify future development to facilitate widespread commercialisation. 

• Identify supply chains and key supply chain gaps. 

• Propose routes for further commercialisation and exploitation of Battery Pallet. 

• Appraise benefits, and risks of Battery Pallet. 

• Present a development plan moves the technology towards commercialisation. 
 

FOOTNOTE 
One of the hardest things to do with batteries is transport them. We are limited to pallets of batteries that are often oversized or undersized. Sometimes for a good reason, as 
they are designed for a specific product or task. Thats not my target market. My target market is standardisation, using the infrastructure we already have.   
 
Let us elaborate. Shipping bespoke pallets of batteries is a logistics nightmare. as you always have to ask for a price, and more often than not, get excessive charges if the 
shipment is even slightly oversized. Large scale shipping containers and BESS systems that look like filing cabinets, are again, hard to transport, and most of the time cannot 
be manoeuvred in to place, without a crane.  
 
So, we invented Battery Pallet, to enable energy to be moved freely, at the same cost, as a standard pallet, and not require a crane to put into position, as a stacker or pallet 
truck, can easily move it. I always try to aspire and be somewhat innovative, thinking outside the box. So, let’s see were these goes.  We can think of 100 ways to use this 
form factor. Talk to us about how you, would like to use them too. 
 

16. CONTACT INFORMATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

 
 
 
 

http://www.batterypallet.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/batterypallet
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/batterypallet
https://www.instagram.com/batterypallet
https://twitter.com/BatteryPallet
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCasyIm9ReF5xGSN1MDl5Wfw
https://www.facebook.com/batterypallet

